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Introduction
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ChaChato is truly decentralized and noncustodial so any user
that connects with WEB3 Wallet, Can mint, Token Launch, Token

Lock and use all future Dapps.
 

Consumers are willing to give up almost everything for
convenience, We aim to become the 'Google Hub' for new

projects in the decentralized world of Blockchain.
 

At ChaChato, Our goal is to be the starting point of new existing
Crypto-Currency investors in the world of Defi by bringing all

necessary features, applications, and support to one simple but
extensive place, So everyone can simply start, monitor, and scale

their Crypto-Currency journey.
 

Therefore we are building an extensive ecosystem of Defi apps,
All under one roof.

 
So everything you will ever need to trade tokens on

decentralized exchanges, we offer it.
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The current market for investing, launching, and tracking cryptocurrency
projects is highly fragmented at this time. For everything, you need

different tools which can be frustrating but also can lead to mistakes like
losing funds or keeping track of investments and holdings.

Problem
Fragmented market

This could be prevented by providing a central hub with everything an
investor or project owner would need.

HIGH-CAP LAUNCHES TRADING



M A R K E T  S I Z E
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ChaChato is a decentralized autonomous organization
(DAO) in the Defi (Decentralized Finance) sector.

In June last year, TVL sat at about $1 billion worth of
cryptocurrency deposited in Defi applications. Today,

the TVL
the figure exceeds the $60 billion mark, and it peaked at
over $86 billion in mid-May, according to data from Defi

Pulse.
 

At ChaChato, our goal is to be the starting point for
new and existing cryptocurrency investors in the world

of Defi by
bringing all necessary tools, applications, and support
to one simple, but extensive place. So everyone can

simply
start, monitor, and scale their cryptocurrency journey.

$86B+
© Chachato Token 2022. All rights reserved.



Ecosystem 04

ChaChato
 Beta

ChaChato
 SAFU ChaChato

 Features

With ChaChatoBeta, we
have created a safe and

the easy way for the project
starters to mint a token,

host private rounds, launch
an IDOsale and lock tokens.
Rolling out weekly updates

of new token features,
trending contracts and new

functionalities like
whitelisted IDOsale

contracts.

Reducing risk in the crypto space 
is unfortunately still
much needed. With
ChaChatoSAFU; a

decentralized launchpad
with heavy security

features we raise the bar
for applicants to launch

their projects. So projects
that tick all boxes for

launching on SAFU will
automatically get a 'Serious

project´ mark.

Aiming to become the one-stop-shop
 for launches of new crypto projects

ChaChato Features will provide
the most extensive toolbox

for DEX trading. Analyze and
anticipate market

movements, statistics and
connect personal wallets to
track all investments in one

place. Available on desktop,
tablet, mobile, and later

IOS/Android.
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ChaChatoBeta: Mint a token, launch an IDOsale, and
lock tokens on various blockchains permissionless.

ChaChatoSAFU: Host private and public rounds for
higher-level projects through a revolutionary platform

with automatic KYC procedures. Get incubation
through ChaChatoLabs.

ChaChatoSwap: Trade DEX tokens.

ChaChatoTools: Advertise & Check liquidity
pool size,

trades and all that has to do with the token your team
has launched.
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ChaChatoBeta: Participate in IDOsales
 created on the platform.

ChaChatoSAFU: Participate in private and 
public rounds

for higher-level projects.
ChaChatoTools: Check charts for DEX tokens on 

various chains and dexes. Track real-time 
value of all your

wallets in a comprehensive overview.
ChaChatoSwap: Trade DEX tokens, 
participate in the lottery, and more.



C H A C H A T O B E T A 06
ChaChatoMint

The easiest way to create your own cryptocurrency token.
 Simply choose the blockchain network you would like to use,

 follow the steps and you will get your very own token (with
total supply) directly distributed to your own wallet.

ChaChatoLaunch
ChaChatoLaunch allows anyone to create an IDOsale 

for their cryptocurrency token. Investors
can participate in the IDOsale at a fixed price per token.

 After completing the IDOsale,
ChaChato will automatically create a liquidity pool

 on Pancakeswap (BSC) or Uniswap (ETH).

ChaChatoLock
So you launched your token but want to create a safe

investment for your community? Use
the ChaChatoLock token locker to lock your team tokens

for a certain amount of time.
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With the growth of the ecosystem, there will be multiple revenue stream opportunities that we can take from
updates and new Dapps. We will start with the most basic ones:

Flat fees
Flat fees are paid by the project

creators who use one of
ChaChato's services. Standard
rates are 150 BUSD for Minting,

Launching and Locking.

Performance fees
Performance fees are percentage-based
 and depend on the success of IDOsales 

on ChaChatoLaunch. We earn 2%
of raised BUSD (USDT/USDC) and

2% of deposited tokens.

Advertising fees
Generating passive income through the

ChaChatoAds 
(Stage 2) self-service advertisement app.  The
extra income will be generated through manual

promotion on ChaChato promo channels
(Telegram/Twitter).



C H A C H A T O  T O K E N

The ChaChato (CCT) is used to power the ChaChato Ecosystem as the native
token. The token will mainly be used as a utility token on the various applications.
Both project starters and investors will have various benefits such as discounts,

premium access, and liquidity mining. The team will constantly roll out new
updates & Dapps with new ways of token utility so the token will become more

and more useful over time.
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BENEFIT EXAMPLES
Discounts: Holding X+ amount of $CCT will result in using ChaChatoMint, ChaChatoLaunch and

ChaChatoLock permanently at a discounted fee of 150 BUSD.
 

ChaChatoSAFU: ChaChatoSAFU will have a fixed tier system based on the number of $CCT tokens held.
Holding more tokens will mean higher pool weight and possible allocation.

ChaChatoTools: Holding X+ amount of $CCT will result in permanent access to 
the premium functions of ChaChatoTools such as wallet-tracking.

 
     Additionally, the $CCT holders will be able to participate in key governance  votes, 

such as the development roadmap and new functionalities added to existing
applications in the ecosystem.



T O K E N M I C S 09

100M
Total Supply

15M
Team

15M
Exchange listing

15M
Adviser

15M
Development

5M
Staking

10M
Marketing & Event

5M
Investors

*Private sale 20K CCTtoken per BNB.

*Public sale 12.5K CCT Token per BNB

*Exchange Listing 10K CCT Token Per BNB

*Token Name - CHACHATO

*Ticker Symbol - CCT

*Circulating Supply 30M CCT

*Market Cap 1.05M USD (Circulating Supply + Listing price

*Fully Diluted Market Cap 3.5M USD (Total Supply +  Listing price

Team

15%

Marketing & Event

15%

Staking

15%

Development

15%

Exchange listing

10%

Investors

5%

Adviser

5%

Liquidity

5%

Partnership

5%

Presale

5%

Private Sale

3%
5M 5M 5M 3M 2M
Liquidity Partnership Presale Private Sale Airdrop



Distribution Lockup time 

C H A C H A T O  R E L E A S E

Team

Marketing & Event

Staking

Development

Exchange listing

Investors

Adviser

Liquidity
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Partnership

Presale

Private Sale

Airdrop

2 years locked

2 years locked

1 years locked

6 months locked

6 months locked

3 years locked

unlocked

unlocked

3 months locked

unlocked

unlocked

unlocked
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Q4 2021

✓ Build core technical team

Q1 2022 
✓ Launch the first website
✓Build core marketing team

✓ Scale Community to over 25K+
✓Develop Smart Contracts

✓Connect with CEX, DEX & Launchpad

Q2 2022
- Private sale

-Security Audits & KYC
- Public Presale
- List On DEX

-marketing campaigns

Q3 2022
✓Plan Strategic Partners

-List on CEX
-Staking Reward

-Launch of Beta Version
-Multichain Protocol

 

✓ Work for Build Great crypto Currency

Q4 2022
-UX & UI Audit by external party

-Improve UX & UI
-Create faster working platform

-Better mobile friendliness
-Crypto Content Creation

 

-New navigation system
-Transition to DAO

-plan for professional investor products
-Marketing of Incubation 

-Global Crypto founders meet

Q1 2023

✓Initial Ideation and Design



T E A M

 
MD. Abdullah Al-Amin 

CO-FOUNDER
 

Abu Md Jihad
CEO 

 

Juliana Lane
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

 

MD. Hosain Ahmed
CRYPTOGRAPHER

 

ChaChato Token is established as a DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization). The complete ecosystem is
permissionless for anyone to use. This means any person with a decentralized wallet (Trustwallet, Metamask) can

use all applications in the ecosystem. The team can not be held liable for anything others do with the tools we
offer. Therefore the team is not publicly available. However, you can contact the founding team through telegram or

email using the credentials below.
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MD. Sakib Hossain
CO-FOUNDER

Tamim Rupo
DEVELOPER

Shawon Ahmed
BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPER

Rashed Shahriar
GENERAL COUNSEL

Md Ashikuzzaman  
STRATEGIC ADVISOR

Mahmud Joy 
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Tanvir Ahmed Tishan
MARKETING CONSULTANT

Abu Hena
UI/UX DESIGNER



business@chachato.com
 

info@chachato.com
 

support@chachato.com
 

www.chachato.com
 

contactcontactcontact
informationinformationinformation

https://t.me/ChaChato_Official
http://www.chachato.com/
mailto:support@chachato.com
mailto:business@chachato.com
mailto:info@chachato.com
mailto:support@chachato.com
http://www.chachato.com/
mailto:info@chachato.com
mailto:business@chachato.com
http://twitter.com/ChaChato_CCT
http://facebook.com/ChaChatoCCT
http://discord.gg/gZTfEw4uUD
http://youtube.com/channel/UCp2N6ysX3EmtV6lI2O8FvcA
http://t.me/ChaChato_AN

